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From the bestselling author of Secrets of The Millionaire Mind When it comes to creating, growing

and keeping wealth, the millionaire mind thinks and acts very differently than the ordinary

mindâ€”which is why people who possess it are able to thrive, prosper and profit, even in the

toughest economic times. In his world-renowned live seminars, T. Harv Eker has shown hundreds of

thousands of people how to install the "Millionaire Mind blueprint" into the deepest levels of their

consciousness right there on the spotâ€”with phenomenal results! In Secrets of the Millionaire Mind

in Turbulent Times, T. Harv Eker will show you how to quickly and completely recondition your mind

so that money and financial opportunity flow to you effortlessly. Once you do, youâ€™ll be able to:

â€¢ Manage your money more simply and efficiently than ever before. â€¢ Use the power of the

warriorâ€™s commitment to get the universe working on overtime to bring you what you want. â€¢

Keep your job in todayâ€™s economy. (Do this, and youâ€™ll make yourself indispensableâ€”your

boss would be crazy to let you go!). â€¢ Earn the money you really want by understanding how the

law of income works. â€¢ Get really good at the "business" side of a passion to realistically get rich

doing what you love. â€¢ Ensure your personal economy is always booming by steering clear of the

REAL cause of economic downturns. â€¢ And so much more! Donâ€™t let this economy knock you

out. Install the Millionaire Mind into your mind, and automatically attain outrageous prosperityâ€”now

and for as long as you want to!
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Most of the information that I could hear was amazing, I believe this man has something special to



offer. but unfortunately the quality of the CD was very bad, I could not hear alot of the information. I

would love to get a new copy of the CD so I can clearly listen to the rest of the info.

Mr. Eker may be teaching valuable principles, but I'm always turned off to high energy sales pitches.

The same thing over and over and waiting for everyone to cheer right on que. I also was expecting

an audio book, not a live recording of a speech, so I don't feel like I got my money's worth at all.

Be sure NOT to get the 2 cd abridged version of the course the full course is 8cds and over 8hours

long. The full course with downloadable pdf workbook can be found at[...]This is a great audio

course which teaches that there are two sides of money or creating wealth. The inner side and the

outer side or the mindset and the practical habits. This course gives you both but focuses more on

the mindset or inner side of money. Some may not like T Harv's over-the-top motivational style but I

think he gives a good balance of both hype and straight-forward how-to advice. The course is a mix

of in-studio audio recordings and live seminar audio recordings some of it seems to be in a weird

order from bad editing and some parts repeat itself but keep listening its worth it.

A waste of time.
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